LEGAL ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS IN SMS
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Uncertainty Exists
Addressing Uncertainty

Don't worry, just KEEP GOING!

This feels a bit shaky!

TRUST THE PROCESS

officeguycartoons.com
Major Considerations

1. Legal Issues
   a. Liability (Personal and Entity)
   b. Data Protection
   c. Existing Documents

2. Organizational Issues
   a. Hierarchy and Structure
   b. Personnel
   c. Coordination with Outside Entities
Legal Issue No. 1

Liability

HELLO
I AM...

SUING YOU
Legal Issue No. 2
Data Protection

THIS IS WHERE WE HIDE OUR PUBLIC INFORMATION.
Legal Issue No. 3
Existing Documents
Organizational Issue No. 1
Hierarchy and Structure
Organizational Issue No. 1
Hierarchy and Structure
Organizational Issue No. 2
Personnel

SAFETY IS EVERYBODY’S JOB!
Organizational Issue No. 3
Coordination with Outside Entities

Sponsor

Tenants & Carriers

FAA

Sponsor
What now?
BEGIN

Legal Exposure Audit
Regulatory Documents Audit
Administrative Audit
Financial Assessment
FAA Approvals Audit
Assemble Review Team
Schedule Document Revisions
Gap Analysis

IMPLEMENT
Collecting Data
Takeaways

- It’s never too early to start the legal auditing process
- This process will take a considerable amount of time
  - 18 months or more
Questions?
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